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stories on a yugoslav boy during world war ii whose father is a jew and whose mother is christian the stories
portray his games one of them is playing at jew and the day he sees his father deported to a death camp by the
author of hourglass eight stories explore the diverse nature of humanity in a style of prose that has the
richness of poetry そこには死んだ父の生涯のすべてが記されていた 死と愛をめぐる九つの物語を収めた知的で美しい短編集 旅先で訪れた図書館で 世界中の無名の死者の生涯だけを記録した書
物に出会い 父親の項を読みふけるという表題作をはじめ 音楽的手法 絵画的手法 映画的手法と 自在に変化するスタイルで描かれた死と愛をテーマとする 幻想的で美しい しかも皮肉な味わいをもそなえた九
つの物語 アンドリッチ賞受賞作 収録作 魔術師シモン 死後の栄誉 死者の百科事典 眠れる者たちの伝説 未知を映す鏡 師匠と弟子の話 祖国のために死ぬことは名誉 王と愚者の書 赤いレーニン切手 ポスト
スクリプトゥム 訳者あとがき 山崎佳代子 解説 松山巖 haunting is what happens when the past is disturbed and the victims of previous
violence who are thought to be buried and forgotten are brought back to the present and made to live again
serbian fiction writers of the 1980s exhume the ghosts of the past re remembering the cruelty of the twentieth
century reinterpreting the heroic role of the partisans and the extraordinary measures taken to defend
yugoslavia s recently won independence and socialist revolution their uncanny and ghostly imagery challenges
the assumptions of the master discourse promoted by the country s orthodox communist authorities and
questions the historical roots of social and cultural identities the instability of this period of transition is
deepened during the wars of the 1990s when authors turn from the memory of past violence to face the
ferocious brutality of new conflicts the haunting evocations in their work continue to articulate fresh
uncertainties as the trappings of modern civilization are stripped away and replaced by the destructive logic of
civil war the past returns once more with renewed energy in the struggle to make sense of a vastly changed
world los seres humanos no son intercambiables así nos lo muestra danilo kiš en estas memorables parábolas
sobre la vida el amor y la muerte de su mano el lector descubrirá una enciclopedia en la que se conservan a
través del tiempo y más allá de los secos y neutros datos registrales los periplos vitales de un sinnúmero de
muertos en la enciclopedia de kiš nómina de lo excepcional cotidiano conviven personajes anónimos y
legendarios un heresiarca contemporáneo de jesús o los durmientes del sura xviii se reviven hitos seculares de
la infamia la muerte de un patriota el singular destino europeo de un libro maléfico y el pensamiento se
proyecta hacia lo metafísico al cabo en cada una de estas historias habremos de reconocer lo que constituye
nuestra auténtica y no intercambiable especificidad humana this book is the first to deal with documentary
aesthetic practices of the post war period in eastern europe in a comparative perspective the contributions
examine the specific forms and modes of documentary representations and the role they played in the
formation of new aesthetic trends during the cultural political transition of the long 1960s this documentary
first hand approach to the world aimed to break up unquestioned ideological structures and expose tabooed
truths in order to engender much needed social changes new ways of depicting daily life writing testimony or
subjective reportage emerged that still shape cultural debates today much of the debates in this book revolves
around milan kundera and his 1984 essay the tragedy of central europe kundera wrote his polemical text when
the world was pregnant with imminent social and political change yet that world was still far from realizing
that we would enter the last decade of the twentieth century with the soviet empire and its network of satellite
states missing from the political map kundera was challenged by joseph brodsky and györgy konrád for
allegedly excluding russia from the symbolic space of europe something the great author deeply believes he
never did to what extent was kundera right in assuming that if to exist means to be present in the eyes of those
we love then central europe does not exist anymore just as western europe as we knew it has stopped existing
what were the mental cultural and intellectual realities that lay beneath or behind his beautiful and graceful
metaphors are we justified in rehabilitating political optimism at the beginning of the twenty first century are
we able to reconcile the divided memories of eastern or central europe and western europe regarding what
happened to the world in 1968 and where is central europe now types and stereotypes is the fourth and last
volume of a path breaking multinational literary history that incorporates innovative features relevant to the
writing of literary history in general instead of offering a traditional chronological narrative of the period 1800
1989 the history of the literary cultures of east central europe approaches the region s literatures from five
complementary angles focusing on literature s participation in and reaction to key political events literary
periods and genres the literatures of cities and sub regions literary institutions and figures of representation
the main objective of the project is to challenge the self enclosure of national literatures in traditional literary
histories to contextualize them in a regional perspective and to recover individual works writers and minority
literatures that national histories have marginalized or ignored types and stereotypes brings together articles
that rethink the figures of national poets figurations of the family women outlaws and others as well as figures
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of trauma and mediation as in the previous three volumes the historical and imaginary figures discussed here
constantly change and readjust to new political and social conditions an epilogue complements the basic
history focusing on the contradictory transformations of east central european literary cultures after 1989 this
volume will be of interest to the region s literary historians to students and teachers of comparative literature
to cultural historians and to the general public interested in exploring the literatures of a rich and resourceful
cultural region focusing on the intersection of literature and politics since the beginning of the 20th century
this book examines authors historical figures major literary and political works national literatures and literary
movements to reveal the intrinsic links between literature and history literary works have often engaged
political issues and many political writings give close attention to literary concerns this encyclopedia explores
the complex relationship between literature and politics through detailed entries written by expert
contributors on authors historical figures major literary and political works national literatures and literary
movements covering specific themes concepts and genres related to literature and politics from the 20th
century to the present the work covers cover authors that include margaret atwood james baldwin philip k
dick w e b du bois william faulkner ernest hemingway jack london toni morrison george orwell john steinbeck
and virginia woolf just to mention a few international in scope literature and politics today the political nature
of modern fiction poetry and drama covers writing ranging from the beginning of the 20th century to the
present with special emphasis on works written in english the content of the some 150 alphabetically arranged
entries is ideal for high school students working on assignments involving literature to explore such current
yet historically ongoing social issues as censorship and propaganda this book is appropriate for public libraries
where it will serve to support student research and to help general readers learn more about enduring political
concerns through literary works academic libraries will find this reference a valuable guide for
undergraduates studying literature history political science law and other disciplines of all danilo kis s books
hourglass the account of the final months in one man s life before he is sent to a concentration camp is
generally considered his masterpiece a finely sustained complex fictional performance it is full of pain and
rage and gusto and joy of living at once side splitting and a heartbreaker washington post book world in these
stories kis depicts human relationships encounters landscapes the multitude of details that make up a human
life while there are still occasional uses of it today the term central europe carries little of the charge that it
did in the 1980s and early 1990s and as a political and intellectual project it has receded from the horizon
proponents of a distinct cultural profile of these countries all involved now in the process of transatlantic
integration used central european as a contestation with the geo political label of eastern europe this book
discusses the transnational set of practices connecting journals with other media in the mid 1980s
disseminating the idea of central europe simultaneously in east and west a range of new methodologies
including gis mapping visualization is used repositing the political cultural journal as one central node of a
much larger cultural system what has happened to the liberal humanist philosophy that central europe once
evoked in the early years of the transition era the liberal humanist perspective shared by havel konrád
kundera and michnik was quickly replaced by an economic liberalism that evolved into neoliberal policies and
practices the author follows the trajectories of the concept into the present day reading its material and
intellectual traces in the postcommunist landscape she explores how the current use of transnational web
based media follows the logic and practice of an earlier dissident generation of writers in his theory of the
novel guido mazzoni explains that novels consist of stories told in any way whatsoever about the experiences
of ordinary men and women who exist as contingent beings within time and space novels allow readers to step
into other lives and other versions of truth each a small local world absolute in its particularity intellectual
horizons offers a pioneering transnational and comparative treatment of key thematic areas in the intellectual
and cultural history of central and eastern europe in the twentieth century for most of the twentieth century
central and eastern european ideas and cultures constituted an integral part of wider european trends
however the intellectual and cultural history of this diverse region has rarely been incorporated sufficiently
into nominally comprehensive histories of europe this volume redresses this underrepresentation and provides
a more balanced perspective on the recent past of the continent through original critical overviews of themes
ranging from the social and conceptual history of intellectuals and histories of political thought and
historiography to literary visual and religious cultures to perceptions and representations of the region in the
twentieth century while structured thematically individual contributions are organized chronologically they
emphasize where relevant generational experiences agendas and accomplishments while taking into account
the sharp ruptures that characterize the period the third in a four volume set on central and eastern europe in
the twentieth century it is the go to resource for understanding the intellectual and cultural history of this
dynamic region kis is one of the handful of incontestably major writers of the second half of the century danilo
kis preserves the honor of literature partisan review several of the most prolific and influential conspiracy
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theories have originated in eastern europe the far reaching influence of conspiracy narratives can be observed
in recent developments in poland or with regard to the wars waged in eastern ukraine and in former
yugoslavia this volume analyses the history behind this widespread phenomenon as well the role it has played
in eastern european cultures and literature both past and present now available in paperback for the first time
jewish writers of the twentieth century is both a comprehensive reference resource and a springboard for
further study this volume examines canonical jewish writers less well known authors of yiddish and hebrew
and emerging israeli writers includes entries on figures as diverse as marcel proust franz kafka tristan tzara
eugene ionesco harold pinter tom stoppard arthur miller saul bellow nadine gordimer and woody allen
contains introductory essays on jewish american writing holocaust literature and memoirs yiddish writing and
anglo jewish literature provides a chronology of twentieth century jewish writers compiled by expert
contributors this book contains over 330 entries on individual authors each consisting of a biography a list of
selected publications a scholarly essay on their work and suggestions for further reading in mythopoetic
cinema kriss ravetto biagioli explores how contemporary european filmmakers treat mythopoetics as a critical
practice that questions the constant need to provide new identities a new europe and with it a new european
cinema after the fall of the soviet union mythopoetic cinema questions the perpetual branding of movements
ideas and individuals examining the work of jean luc godard alexander sokurov marina abramović and
theodoros angelopoulos ravetto biagioli argues that these disparate artists provide a critical reflection on what
constitutes europe in the age of neoliberalism their films reflect not only the violence of recent years but also
help question dominant models of nation building that result in the general failure to respond ethically to
rising ethnocentrism in close readings of such films as sokurov s russian ark 2002 and godard s notre musique
2004 ravetto biagioli demonstrates the ways in which these filmmakers engage and evaluate the recent
reconceptualization of europe s borders mythic figures and identity paradoxes her work not only analyzes how
these filmmakers thematically treat the idea of europe but also how their work questions the ability of the
moving image to challenge conventional ways of understanding history garden ashes is the remarkable
account of andi scham s childhood during world war ii as his jewish family traverses eastern europe to escape
persecution as the family moves from house to house the novel focuses on andi s relationship with his father he
recounts the endless hours his father poured into the creation of his all inclusive third edition of the bus ship
rail and air travel guide to the bizarre sermons he delivered to his befuddled family to his eventual
disappearance and assumed death at auschwitz despite the apocalyptic events fueling this family s story kis s
writing emphasizes the specific details of life during this period constructing a personal account of a future
artist growing up under the shadow of the nazis and in a world capable of containing a person as unique as his
father this volume analyzes new articulations of cultural memory in the wake of yugoslavia s dissolution by
engaging with diverse media such as literature cinema comics visual art monuments and the internet
understanding cultural memory as a mediated and performative engagement with the past the collection
foregrounds art s power to record unofficial histories critically delve into historical traumas and imagine
radical forms of solidarity this book deals with the broader theoretical and philosophical context of
performance art in former yugoslavia focusing on more than three decades of politically engaged performance
activity of the montažstroj group their activity is only a starting point for a deeper analysis of some of the key
notions of contemporary art ivism in a much broader post political and globalized context before during and
after yugoslavia and its socialist paradigm collapsed the author analyzes and sets notions of agonism
engagement terrorism post war trauma political populism social darwinism participation and publicness and
the public sphere into different theoretical matrixes six decades after the defeat of national socialism
commemoration and mourning are ongoing open ended projects in germany and austria and continue to
generate a steady stream of literature and film about the nazi past that while comparatively modest in volume
is often disproportionately influential in public debates at the same time new museums and memorials are
being established all the time in what andreas huyssen has called a memory boom while what is remembered
and how it is remembered is subject to continuous change scholars have to keep pace with each new
development in this culture of commemoration rather than add to the growing body of surveys of literature
and film about the third reich this study instead puts scholars critical approaches under the microscope chloe
paver considers how far the object of the study is not just analysed but also constructed by the scholar s
approach and identifies the criteria by which academics judge the values of works that deal with the third
reich this book brings aspects of film fiction and memorial culture together in a single study that pays as much
attention to images and in the case of film to sound as it does to text the study of film historical exhibitions and
sites of memory also demands consideration of social contexts and practices a case study of memory at two of
austria s sites of terror demonstrates the methods used in the study of memorials and museums and considers
the ways in which memory attaches itself to place
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Enciklopedija mrtvih
1995

stories on a yugoslav boy during world war ii whose father is a jew and whose mother is christian the stories
portray his games one of them is playing at jew and the day he sees his father deported to a death camp by the
author of hourglass

Djela Danila Kiša: Enciklopedija mrtvih
1983

eight stories explore the diverse nature of humanity in a style of prose that has the richness of poetry

Lauta i ožiljci
2000

そこには死んだ父の生涯のすべてが記されていた 死と愛をめぐる九つの物語を収めた知的で美しい短編集 旅先で訪れた図書館で 世界中の無名の死者の生涯だけを記録した書物に出会い 父親の項を読みふける
という表題作をはじめ 音楽的手法 絵画的手法 映画的手法と 自在に変化するスタイルで描かれた死と愛をテーマとする 幻想的で美しい しかも皮肉な味わいをもそなえた九つの物語 アンドリッチ賞受賞作 収
録作 魔術師シモン 死後の栄誉 死者の百科事典 眠れる者たちの伝説 未知を映す鏡 師匠と弟子の話 祖国のために死ぬことは名誉 王と愚者の書 赤いレーニン切手 ポスト スクリプトゥム 訳者あとがき 山崎
佳代子 解説 松山巖

[Sabrana dela ] ; Sabrana dela Danila Kiša. 14. Život, literatura
2007

haunting is what happens when the past is disturbed and the victims of previous violence who are thought to
be buried and forgotten are brought back to the present and made to live again serbian fiction writers of the
1980s exhume the ghosts of the past re remembering the cruelty of the twentieth century reinterpreting the
heroic role of the partisans and the extraordinary measures taken to defend yugoslavia s recently won
independence and socialist revolution their uncanny and ghostly imagery challenges the assumptions of the
master discourse promoted by the country s orthodox communist authorities and questions the historical roots
of social and cultural identities the instability of this period of transition is deepened during the wars of the
1990s when authors turn from the memory of past violence to face the ferocious brutality of new conflicts the
haunting evocations in their work continue to articulate fresh uncertainties as the trappings of modern
civilization are stripped away and replaced by the destructive logic of civil war the past returns once more
with renewed energy in the struggle to make sense of a vastly changed world

Skladište
1995

los seres humanos no son intercambiables así nos lo muestra danilo kiš en estas memorables parábolas sobre
la vida el amor y la muerte de su mano el lector descubrirá una enciclopedia en la que se conservan a través
del tiempo y más allá de los secos y neutros datos registrales los periplos vitales de un sinnúmero de muertos
en la enciclopedia de kiš nómina de lo excepcional cotidiano conviven personajes anónimos y legendarios un
heresiarca contemporáneo de jesús o los durmientes del sura xviii se reviven hitos seculares de la infamia la
muerte de un patriota el singular destino europeo de un libro maléfico y el pensamiento se proyecta hacia lo
metafísico al cabo en cada una de estas historias habremos de reconocer lo que constituye nuestra auténtica y
no intercambiable especificidad humana

The Encyclopedia of the Dead
1989-01-01
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this book is the first to deal with documentary aesthetic practices of the post war period in eastern europe in a
comparative perspective the contributions examine the specific forms and modes of documentary
representations and the role they played in the formation of new aesthetic trends during the cultural political
transition of the long 1960s this documentary first hand approach to the world aimed to break up
unquestioned ideological structures and expose tabooed truths in order to engender much needed social
changes new ways of depicting daily life writing testimony or subjective reportage emerged that still shape
cultural debates today

Enciklopedija mrtvih
1990

much of the debates in this book revolves around milan kundera and his 1984 essay the tragedy of central
europe kundera wrote his polemical text when the world was pregnant with imminent social and political
change yet that world was still far from realizing that we would enter the last decade of the twentieth century
with the soviet empire and its network of satellite states missing from the political map kundera was
challenged by joseph brodsky and györgy konrád for allegedly excluding russia from the symbolic space of
europe something the great author deeply believes he never did to what extent was kundera right in assuming
that if to exist means to be present in the eyes of those we love then central europe does not exist anymore
just as western europe as we knew it has stopped existing what were the mental cultural and intellectual
realities that lay beneath or behind his beautiful and graceful metaphors are we justified in rehabilitating
political optimism at the beginning of the twenty first century are we able to reconcile the divided memories of
eastern or central europe and western europe regarding what happened to the world in 1968 and where is
central europe now

Between history and fiction: the narrative work of Danilo Kiš
2000

types and stereotypes is the fourth and last volume of a path breaking multinational literary history that
incorporates innovative features relevant to the writing of literary history in general instead of offering a
traditional chronological narrative of the period 1800 1989 the history of the literary cultures of east central
europe approaches the region s literatures from five complementary angles focusing on literature s
participation in and reaction to key political events literary periods and genres the literatures of cities and sub
regions literary institutions and figures of representation the main objective of the project is to challenge the
self enclosure of national literatures in traditional literary histories to contextualize them in a regional
perspective and to recover individual works writers and minority literatures that national histories have
marginalized or ignored types and stereotypes brings together articles that rethink the figures of national
poets figurations of the family women outlaws and others as well as figures of trauma and mediation as in the
previous three volumes the historical and imaginary figures discussed here constantly change and readjust to
new political and social conditions an epilogue complements the basic history focusing on the contradictory
transformations of east central european literary cultures after 1989 this volume will be of interest to the
region s literary historians to students and teachers of comparative literature to cultural historians and to the
general public interested in exploring the literatures of a rich and resourceful cultural region

Gorki talog iskustva
1990

focusing on the intersection of literature and politics since the beginning of the 20th century this book
examines authors historical figures major literary and political works national literatures and literary
movements to reveal the intrinsic links between literature and history literary works have often engaged
political issues and many political writings give close attention to literary concerns this encyclopedia explores
the complex relationship between literature and politics through detailed entries written by expert
contributors on authors historical figures major literary and political works national literatures and literary
movements covering specific themes concepts and genres related to literature and politics from the 20th
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century to the present the work covers cover authors that include margaret atwood james baldwin philip k
dick w e b du bois william faulkner ernest hemingway jack london toni morrison george orwell john steinbeck
and virginia woolf just to mention a few international in scope literature and politics today the political nature
of modern fiction poetry and drama covers writing ranging from the beginning of the 20th century to the
present with special emphasis on works written in english the content of the some 150 alphabetically arranged
entries is ideal for high school students working on assignments involving literature to explore such current
yet historically ongoing social issues as censorship and propaganda this book is appropriate for public libraries
where it will serve to support student research and to help general readers learn more about enduring political
concerns through literary works academic libraries will find this reference a valuable guide for
undergraduates studying literature history political science law and other disciplines

Encyclopedia of the Dead
1989-03-01

of all danilo kis s books hourglass the account of the final months in one man s life before he is sent to a
concentration camp is generally considered his masterpiece a finely sustained complex fictional performance it
is full of pain and rage and gusto and joy of living at once side splitting and a heartbreaker washington post
book world

Grobnica za Borisa Davidoviča
1995

in these stories kis depicts human relationships encounters landscapes the multitude of details that make up a
human life

死者の百科事典
2018-12-21

while there are still occasional uses of it today the term central europe carries little of the charge that it did in
the 1980s and early 1990s and as a political and intellectual project it has receded from the horizon
proponents of a distinct cultural profile of these countries all involved now in the process of transatlantic
integration used central european as a contestation with the geo political label of eastern europe this book
discusses the transnational set of practices connecting journals with other media in the mid 1980s
disseminating the idea of central europe simultaneously in east and west a range of new methodologies
including gis mapping visualization is used repositing the political cultural journal as one central node of a
much larger cultural system what has happened to the liberal humanist philosophy that central europe once
evoked in the early years of the transition era the liberal humanist perspective shared by havel konrád
kundera and michnik was quickly replaced by an economic liberalism that evolved into neoliberal policies and
practices the author follows the trajectories of the concept into the present day reading its material and
intellectual traces in the postcommunist landscape she explores how the current use of transnational web
based media follows the logic and practice of an earlier dissident generation of writers

Grobnica za Borisa Davidoviča
1976

in his theory of the novel guido mazzoni explains that novels consist of stories told in any way whatsoever
about the experiences of ordinary men and women who exist as contingent beings within time and space
novels allow readers to step into other lives and other versions of truth each a small local world absolute in its
particularity
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Bašta, pepeo
1995

intellectual horizons offers a pioneering transnational and comparative treatment of key thematic areas in the
intellectual and cultural history of central and eastern europe in the twentieth century for most of the
twentieth century central and eastern european ideas and cultures constituted an integral part of wider
european trends however the intellectual and cultural history of this diverse region has rarely been
incorporated sufficiently into nominally comprehensive histories of europe this volume redresses this
underrepresentation and provides a more balanced perspective on the recent past of the continent through
original critical overviews of themes ranging from the social and conceptual history of intellectuals and
histories of political thought and historiography to literary visual and religious cultures to perceptions and
representations of the region in the twentieth century while structured thematically individual contributions
are organized chronologically they emphasize where relevant generational experiences agendas and
accomplishments while taking into account the sharp ruptures that characterize the period the third in a four
volume set on central and eastern europe in the twentieth century it is the go to resource for understanding
the intellectual and cultural history of this dynamic region

Enciklopedija mrtvih
1995

kis is one of the handful of incontestably major writers of the second half of the century danilo kis preserves
the honor of literature partisan review

Rani jadi
1995

several of the most prolific and influential conspiracy theories have originated in eastern europe the far
reaching influence of conspiracy narratives can be observed in recent developments in poland or with regard
to the wars waged in eastern ukraine and in former yugoslavia this volume analyses the history behind this
widespread phenomenon as well the role it has played in eastern european cultures and literature both past
and present

Peščanik
1995

now available in paperback for the first time jewish writers of the twentieth century is both a comprehensive
reference resource and a springboard for further study this volume examines canonical jewish writers less well
known authors of yiddish and hebrew and emerging israeli writers includes entries on figures as diverse as
marcel proust franz kafka tristan tzara eugene ionesco harold pinter tom stoppard arthur miller saul bellow
nadine gordimer and woody allen contains introductory essays on jewish american writing holocaust literature
and memoirs yiddish writing and anglo jewish literature provides a chronology of twentieth century jewish
writers compiled by expert contributors this book contains over 330 entries on individual authors each
consisting of a biography a list of selected publications a scholarly essay on their work and suggestions for
further reading

Haunted Serbia
2016-05-05

in mythopoetic cinema kriss ravetto biagioli explores how contemporary european filmmakers treat
mythopoetics as a critical practice that questions the constant need to provide new identities a new europe
and with it a new european cinema after the fall of the soviet union mythopoetic cinema questions the
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perpetual branding of movements ideas and individuals examining the work of jean luc godard alexander
sokurov marina abramović and theodoros angelopoulos ravetto biagioli argues that these disparate artists
provide a critical reflection on what constitutes europe in the age of neoliberalism their films reflect not only
the violence of recent years but also help question dominant models of nation building that result in the
general failure to respond ethically to rising ethnocentrism in close readings of such films as sokurov s russian
ark 2002 and godard s notre musique 2004 ravetto biagioli demonstrates the ways in which these filmmakers
engage and evaluate the recent reconceptualization of europe s borders mythic figures and identity paradoxes
her work not only analyzes how these filmmakers thematically treat the idea of europe but also how their work
questions the ability of the moving image to challenge conventional ways of understanding history

Enciclopedia de los muertos
2008-05

garden ashes is the remarkable account of andi scham s childhood during world war ii as his jewish family
traverses eastern europe to escape persecution as the family moves from house to house the novel focuses on
andi s relationship with his father he recounts the endless hours his father poured into the creation of his all
inclusive third edition of the bus ship rail and air travel guide to the bizarre sermons he delivered to his
befuddled family to his eventual disappearance and assumed death at auschwitz despite the apocalyptic events
fueling this family s story kis s writing emphasizes the specific details of life during this period constructing a
personal account of a future artist growing up under the shadow of the nazis and in a world capable of
containing a person as unique as his father

Documentary Aesthetics in the Long 1960s in Eastern Europe and
Beyond
2023-12-18

this volume analyzes new articulations of cultural memory in the wake of yugoslavia s dissolution by engaging
with diverse media such as literature cinema comics visual art monuments and the internet understanding
cultural memory as a mediated and performative engagement with the past the collection foregrounds art s
power to record unofficial histories critically delve into historical traumas and imagine radical forms of
solidarity

History, Another Text
1988

this book deals with the broader theoretical and philosophical context of performance art in former yugoslavia
focusing on more than three decades of politically engaged performance activity of the montažstroj group their
activity is only a starting point for a deeper analysis of some of the key notions of contemporary art ivism in a
much broader post political and globalized context before during and after yugoslavia and its socialist
paradigm collapsed the author analyzes and sets notions of agonism engagement terrorism post war trauma
political populism social darwinism participation and publicness and the public sphere into different
theoretical matrixes

Yet Another Europe after 1984
2012-01-01

six decades after the defeat of national socialism commemoration and mourning are ongoing open ended
projects in germany and austria and continue to generate a steady stream of literature and film about the nazi
past that while comparatively modest in volume is often disproportionately influential in public debates at the
same time new museums and memorials are being established all the time in what andreas huyssen has called
a memory boom while what is remembered and how it is remembered is subject to continuous change scholars
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have to keep pace with each new development in this culture of commemoration rather than add to the
growing body of surveys of literature and film about the third reich this study instead puts scholars critical
approaches under the microscope chloe paver considers how far the object of the study is not just analysed but
also constructed by the scholar s approach and identifies the criteria by which academics judge the values of
works that deal with the third reich this book brings aspects of film fiction and memorial culture together in a
single study that pays as much attention to images and in the case of film to sound as it does to text the study
of film historical exhibitions and sites of memory also demands consideration of social contexts and practices a
case study of memory at two of austria s sites of terror demonstrates the methods used in the study of
memorials and museums and considers the ways in which memory attaches itself to place
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